Financial Freedom. SubShiba's basic vision is very similar to that.
DeFi (Decentralized Finance) allows for a once in a lifetime opportunity; that
is, the opportunity for anyone with the dream, drive, and desire to achieve a
better life for themselves and their families.
Our goal is simple: to provide the fertile ground for creators to create,
appreciators to participate, and investors to generate returns. Our non
fungible token (NFT) marketplace, currently under development, focuses on
giving creators greater control, tools for collaboration, wider and
revolutionary distributionmethods, and flexibility not found anywhere else.
1000+ NFT collections that will be released in phase 2 will be distributed to
investors by drawing. (Total of 5000 NFTs will be released.)
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Founder and Ceo: Austin Macroy

Our Play to Earn (P2E) SubShiba Kombat game helps independent
developers seamlessly tap into our code and audience base for instant
integration and release of their fresh and fun games and deas, while also
leveraging our NFT marketplace.
We all have different stories. But our team and community share common
goals and values: speak with integrity, design with passion, communicate
with transparency, and do your best. Because, after all, there's no reason
why you can't do good while doing well.
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Founder and Ceo: Austin Macroy

SubShiba project was designed in 2021 and implemented in February 2022.
Project center in the state of Vancouver, Canada.
Our team consists of 5 people as ceo, cfo, blockchain developer, game
developer and market marketing manager. And we took the first steps of a
growing community. At this time, we believe a new token is necessary in
order to address flaws in the initial contract and provide additional room for
growth.
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We are driven by a singular focus, innovation in a space which is ready for
change. Through our upcoming P2E SubShiba Kombat game launches, NFT
platform, our revolutionary 5000+ NFT Collections, and special purpose
tokens, we are approaching the crypto space from every avenue.
From the casual to hardcore gamers, to the art collectors and and serious
investors, $SHIBSU offers something for everyone. Welcome. We're happy to
have you here on this journey with us. We couldn't do it without you!
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Our investors are our partners, our employers, and our team. We will always be
upfront and honest. Utility is greater than hype. Our products are designed to
provide real world use. DeFi was created to allow anybody to achieve financial
freedom. We will do everything in our power to help facilitate that goal. We
want to change the world.
There are no monoliths here. We can shape this future in a way that is both
lucrative and fair. We believe in giving back to the global community.
In our few short months since launch, SubShiba has already contributed to
over five internationally recognized nonprofits.
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- Listings on CMC, CG, and DexTools trendings
- Partnership with Youtube channels and Twitter influencers
- Poocoin ads
- Live video chats, AMAs, and interviews
- P2E SubShiba Kombat Game platform: $20k+ already paid out
- 2 additional P2E games available
- NFT marketplace under development
- 1000 NFTs collections will be given by drawing
- Generous rewards with staking
- Fiat on-ramp in the works
- 15% completion of roadmap
- Release of 2 music videos
- New and updated dApp rolling out
- Swaps at relaunch
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A good company sets the pace. A better company sets the pace but also responds
to market conditions as they exist. In order to cement our place as leaders in the
crypto space we have to be, well, not so cemented with other things.
This is why our $SHIBSU provides variable tax rates.
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SWAPS STAKING
Available at launch, investors may take any of their existing tokens and swap
them for $SHIBSU- or any other token for that matter. Additionally, the option to
pay via credit or debit card is coming soon.
NFTs collections & P2ESubShiba's unique approach to staking, 5000+ NFTs
collections and Play To Earn available from launch, there's little reason to ever
leave the SubShiba ecosystem.
VARIABLE TAXES
With the ability to change taxes, the SHIBSU team will closely monitor market
conditions and adjust rates to the best tax structure for that specific time period.
And as utility comprises the bulk of our revenue, taxes will be eliminated over time.
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info@subshibainu.com
subshibainu.com

t.me/subshiba
twitter.com/subshibainu
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